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Chained CPI Would Harm Veterans and Social Security
Beneficiaries in Florida
As we celebrate the 79th anniversary of our Social Security system, some politicians in Washington are
proposing to cut benefits for veterans and Social Security beneficiaries in Florida by changing the
formula used to calculate cost-of-living adjustments (COLAs). The stingier formula, known as the
chained CPI, would significantly cut the benefits of all current and future Social Security beneficiaries,
including retired and disabled veterans. Veterans would be hurt most of all, given that other benefits
veterans receive – in addition to their Social Security benefits – would also be cut by the chained CPI.
Chained CPI’s Social Security Cut Targets Oldest Old and Long-Term Disabled
If Congress cuts Social Security benefits with the chained CPI, Florida residents’ hard-earned benefits
would decline substantially over time. The average earner retiring at age 65 would get a $576 annual
cut at age 75, a $1,004 cut at age 85, and a $1,419 cut at age 95.1
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Cumulatively, the average Florida worker’s benefits would be cut by $3,917 by age 75, $12,038 by
age 85, and $24,371 by age 95. These proposed COLA cuts would have their biggest impact when
benefits are needed the most, in very old age or when someone has been receiving disability benefits
for many years.

Nearly 1 in 5 Florida residents (21 percent) – 4,114,745 residents – receive Social Security,2 and
about two-thirds of seniors rely on Social Security for half or more of their income.3 With an average
Social Security benefit in the state of only $14,014, Florida residents cannot afford to have their
benefits cut.
Chained CPI Would Cut Veterans’ Benefits in Florida
Any cut to Social Security heavily impacts our nation’s veterans: four in ten rely on Social Security,
and 35 percent of adult Social Security beneficiaries are veterans or their family members. 4 Cutting
Social Security harms Florida’s veterans just as it does other retired or disabled workers in Florida.5
There are 1.6 million veterans in Florida.6 In addition to receiving Social Security benefits,7 most
veteran families also receive benefits from the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA). Many of these
benefits are adjusted annually to keep pace with the cost of living. These include Veterans Disability
Compensation benefits, Veterans Pension benefits, Military Retirement Pay,8 the Subsistence
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Allowance for veterans participating in vocational rehabilitation and employment services programs,
survivor annuities for deceased veterans’ family members (Dependency and Indemnity Compensation
and Survivors Pension Benefits),9 educational allowances for veterans’ surviving family members,10
and Veterans’ Monetary Burial Benefits (a plot allowance). All of these veterans benefits would be cut
if Congress were to adopt the chained CPI.
If we consider only the three largest of these benefits,
 259,248 Floridians received Veterans Disability Compensation,
 189,144 received Military Retirement Pay, and
 23,115 received Veterans Pension benefits in 2011.
The total value of these three benefits alone for veterans in Florida was $8 billion in 2011. The
chained CPI would cut these benefits by about $231.4 million over the next 10 years – money taken
out of the household budgets of those who have served our country, and money also taken out of
Florida’s economy just as it is trying to recover from years of economic stagnation.11
Chained CPI Would Harm Florida’s Economy
The chained CPI would harm not only Florida’s Social Security beneficiaries and veterans, but also its
economy – on both the state and county levels. As noted above, veterans’ benefits bring over $8
billion into the Florida economy every year, and the chained CPI’s cuts to veterans’ benefits would
remove over $231.4 million from its economy over the next 10 years, just as Florida residents are
trying to recover from years of economic stagnation.
Social Security brought $57.7 billion into the Florida economy in 2013, an amount equivalent to 7.1
percent of the state’s personal income.12 These benefits contribute directly to economic growth and
demand throughout the state, particular in rural and non-metropolitan communities, where an even
larger share (22.7 percent) of the population receives Social Security.13 The chained CPI would reduce
this income, much of which gets spent in small businesses throughout the state.14 The following table
shows how much the chained CPI would cut total Social Security benefits, by county, over the next 10
years:15
Total Cuts from Chained CPI to Income in Florida’s Counties, 2014-23 (cumulative)
Florida
Total (67
Counties) $6,408,579,043
Alachua
Baker
Bay

$62,545,334 Hardee

$6,164,480 Okeechobee

$12,513,752

$7,128,778 Hendry

$7,991,571 Orange

$252,526,363

$55,462,103 Hernando

$90,875,656 Osceola

$72,504,542

Bradford

$8,434,029 Highlands

Brevard

$234,369,972 Hillsborough

$49,107,626 Palm Beach
$328,256,944 Pasco

$513,115,872
$193,033,989
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Broward
Calhoun

$460,486,801 Holmes
$4,031,573 Indian River

$7,183,435 Pinellas
$74,647,860 Polk

$220,340,151

Charlotte

$99,189,961 Jackson

Citrus

$87,736,807 Jefferson

$5,123,403 St. Johns

$74,398,002

Clay

$57,820,144 Lafayette

$1,652,711 St. Lucie

$112,738,283

$145,477,568 Santa Rosa

$47,734,705

Collier

$146,802,340 Lake

Columbia

$22,319,400 Lee

DeSoto

$10,041,193 Leon

Dixie

$6,195,713 Levy

Duval

$225,519,511 Liberty

$16,823,813 Putnam

$369,956,002

$28,932,845

$278,104,336 Sarasota

$212,045,366

$63,414,634 Seminole

$118,779,136

$17,038,535 Sumter

$102,007,377

$1,987,157 Suwannee

$16,808,196

Escambia

$98,699,353 Madison

$6,215,233 Taylor

$7,635,002

Flagler

$53,439,810 Manatee

$144,065,607 Union

$3,140,150

Franklin

$4,010,751 Marion

$168,270,659 Volusia

Gadsden

$14,158,654 Martin

$215,633,179

$73,991,981 Wakulla

$8,431,426

$522,626,115 Walton

$19,599,585

Gilchrist

$5,697,297 Miami-Dade

Glades

$3,586,512 Monroe

$26,223,441 Washington

Gulf

$5,479,972 Nassau

$29,524,958

Hamilton

$4,182,529 Okaloosa

$56,313,184

$8,285,676

Social Security and veterans’ benefits bolster consumer demand in Florida’s economy; cuts to these
programs would weaken it.
Social Security and Veterans’ Benefits Should Have the Most Accurate COLA Possible
Today’s COLA already fails to keep up with living costs experienced by seniors and people with
disabilities, because it under-measures the inflation experienced by these groups, by failing to
account for their higher health-care expenditures. The chained CPI would lower Social Security’s
COLA even further, leaving many seniors and people with disabilities unable to make ends meet,
particularly in their eighties and nineties, when other sources of income have been exhausted. A
better measure than current law – and certainly more accurate than the chained-CPI – is the so-called
CPI-E for the elderly.
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Social Security Should Be Expanded, Not Cut
In a world of stagnant wages, disappearing defined benefit pensions, and risky or inadequate 401(k)
plans, Social Security is a fortress of security and reliability. With a majority of Americans facing a
retirement income crisis, Congress should be taking steps to expand Social Security benefits, not cut
them.
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